Finding a Baby
Kitten in Imperial
Valley
First be sure the mom has truly abandoned her kitten/s. The best way a kitten survives is with their
mother. If the kittens aren’t in immediate danger, wait and observe them from a distance for an hour
or two and see if mom comes back for them. Put grass/flour around kitten to see if disturbed by
mom. When certain the kitten is abandoned see steps below.
An easy way to remember these steps is they spell out HELP.
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Top priority when a kitten is less than a month old is HEAT!
Fill a sock with dry rice and put in microwave. Put kitten in your shirt to get body heat. Use a heating pad. Warm
up a bottle of water in the microwave. Add a towel between heat source and kitten so kitten doesn’t overheat.
Body temperature should be 101. Kittens under 3 weeks can not keep their own body temperature. Make sure
kitten is fully warmed before going to step 2.
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Provided the kitten with ENERGY! Kittens under a month need to be bottle fed. Get a bottle made for kittens, cut
the nipple enough, that when you hold it upside down, it drips without squeezing. Or get a Miracle Nipple. There’s
lots of types of formula, but here in Imperial Valley the easiest to get is KMR (Kitten Milk Replacement). Walmart,
PetSmart, Petco, and vet offices have KMR and bottles. NEVER FEED A KITTEN ON ITS BACK! Never feed Cows
milk! Warm bottles of KMR in coffee cup with hot water for a couple minutes. Check on wrist. Barely warm at 101.
Keep unused formula in fridge up to 24 hours. Reheat before using. Discard the rest.
10 days or younger – every two hours around the clock
11 days to 2½ weeks – every three to four hours;
2½ to 4 weeks – every five to six hours
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When kitten is warm and full, LOOK it over for fleas, wounds, dehydration, eyes, and general health. With fleas a
bath with “original” dawn soap (not antibacterial) can help, while pulling off fleas you see or even better using a
flea comb. (Flea combs can be bought at Walmart, Petco, Petsmart) Wash gunky eyes with warm water and
cotton ball. Make sure kitten is never left wet! Dry completely. Even use a hair dryer if needed.
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Don’t forget kittens need to be stimulated to PEE/POOP. Simply use a soft, absorbent, disposable cloth to gently
rub their bottoms and they will eliminate. Do this after every feeding.
Finally, before rushing kittens off to Dee’s Rescue, Human Society, Too Cute Kitten Rescue, or other place,
consider FOSTERING! During kitten season rescues get kittens daily! There’s just not enough volunteers,
space, or resources to take in all abandoned kittens. We of course do our best, but when they are being bottle
fed that’s another big obstacle. Even if you can foster just to get the kittens eating, their chance of
survival increases dramatically. Plus, it will be an adventure and a memorable experience to save
a kitten! They don’t take much space. When you decided to foster you welcome to get some
Kitten training at Too Cute Kitten Rescue. You’re not going to be raising the kitten alone. We will
help you along the way!
760-270-3936

toocutekittenrescue@gmail.com

Brawley California

